AbstractWith the objective of minimizing the total execution time of a parallel program on a distributed memory parallel computer, this paper discusses the selection of an optimal supernode shape of a supernode transformation (also known as tiling). We assume that the communication cost is dominated by the startup penalty and therefore, can be approximated by a constant. We identify three parameters of a supernode transformation: supernode size, relative side lengths, and cutting hyperplane directions. For algorithms with perfectly nested loops and uniform dependencies, we give a closed form expression for an optimal linear schedule vector, and a necessary and su cient condition for optimal relative side lengths. We prove that the total running time is minimized by cutting hyperplane direction matrix whose rows are from the surface of the polar cone of the cone spanned by dependence vectors, also known as tiling cone. The results are derived in continuous space and should for that reason be considered approximate.
Introduction
Supernode partitioning is a transformation technique that groups a number of iterations in a nested loop in order to reduce the communication startup cost. This paper addresses the problem of selecting optimal cutting hyperplane directions and optimal supernode relative side lengths with the objective of minimizing the total running time, the sum of communication time and computation time, assuming a large number of available processors which execute multiple supernodes.
A problem in distributed memory parallel systems is the communication startup cost, the time it takes a message to reach transmission media from the mo- ment of its initiation. The communication startup cost is usually orders of magnitude greater than the time to transmit a message across transmission media or to compute data in a message. Supernode transformation was proposed in 14] , and has been studied in 1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 18, 20, 25, 26, 27] and others to reduce the communication startup cost. Informally, in a supernode transformation, several iterations of a loop are grouped into one supernode and this supernode is assigned to a processor as a unit for execution. The data of the iterations in the same supernode, that need to be sent to another processor, are grouped as a single message such that the number of communication startups is reduced from the number of iterations in a supernode to one. A supernode transformation is characterized by the supernode size, the relative lengths of the sides of a supernode, and the directions of hyperplanes which slice the iteration index space of the given algorithm into supernodes. All the three factors a ect the total running time. A larger supernode size reduces communication startup cost, but may delay the computation of other processors waiting for the message and therefore, result in a longer total running time. Also, a square supernode may not be as good as a rectangular supernode with the same supernode size. In this paper, selection of optimal cutting hyperplane directions and optimal relative side lengths is addressed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents necessary de nitions, assumptions, and terminology. Section 3 discusses our results in detail. Section 4 brie y describes related work and the contribution of this work compared to previous work. Section 5 concludes this paper. A bibliography of related work is included at the end.
Basic de nitions, models and assumptions
The architecture under consideration is a parallel computer with distributed memory. Each processor has access only to its local memory and is capable of communicating with other processors by passing messages. In our model, the cost of sending a message is represented by t s , the message startup time. The computation speed of a single processor is characterized by the time it takes to compute a single iteration of a nested loop. This parameter is denoted by t c .
Algorithms under consideration consist of a single nested loop with uniform dependencies 22]. Such algorithms can be described by a pair (J; D), where J is an iteration index space and D is an n m dependence matrix. Each column in the dependence matrix represents a dependence vector. The cone generated by dependence vectors is called dependence cone. The cone generated by the vectors orthogonal to the facets of the dependence cone is called tiling cone. We assume that m n, matrix D has full rank (which is equal to the number of loop nests n), and all elements on the main diagonal of the Smith normal form of D are equal to one. As discussed in 23], if the above assumptions are not satis ed, then the iteration index space J contains independent components and can be partitioned into several independent sub{algorithms with the above assumptions satis ed.
In a supernode transformation, the iteration space is sliced by n independent families of parallel equidistant hyperplanes. The hyperplanes partition iteration index space into n-dimensional parallelepiped supernodes (or tiles). Hyperplanes of one family can be speci ed by a normal vector orthogonal to the hyperplanes. The square matrix consisting of n normal vectors as rows is denoted by H. H is of full rank because the n hyperplanes are assumed to be independent. These parallelepiped supernodes can also be described by the n linearly independent vectors which are supernode sides. p 2) with the same H u and n, then the supernode is a rectangle with the same size as the square supernode but the ratio of the two sides being 2:1. We also use R to denote diagonal n n matrix with vector r on its diagonal, and Q = R ?1 .
Then, E = n p gE u R and H = n q 1 g QH u : A supernode transformation is completely speci ed by H u , r, and g, and therefore, denoted by (H u ; r; g). The advantage of factoring matrix H this way is that it allows us to study the three supernode transformation parameters separately. time is: T = P (T comp + T comm ) = P (gt c + ct s ): (3) 3 Optimal Supernode Shape
In this section, we present the results pertaining to the time optimal supernode shape, i.e. supernode relative side length matrix, R, and cutting hyperplane direction matrix, H u , derived in the model and under the assumptions set in the previous section.
In the model with constant communication cost, only linear schedule vector and linear schedule length in the expression (3) depend on the supernode shape. Therefore, in order to minimize total running time, we need to choose supernode shape that minimizes linear schedule length of the transformed algorithm.
The problem is a non-linear programming problem: min max
; where the scalar n p 1=g is a constant that can be computed independent of H u and Q, and without loss of generality, we can exclude it from the objective function. We studied selection of supernode size in 9]. The oor operator of (1) has been droped in the objective function to simplify the model. It can be shown that the error in the linear schedule length is bounded by P + 2, which is insigni cant for components of close to 1 and large iteration index spaces.
Theorem 1 gives a closed form of the optimal linear schedule vector for the transformed algorithm. only be greater than or equal to 1v 0 , which is greater than P(v) = 1v 4 . Therefore, supernode relative side length matrix R is optimal.
Necessary condition: We prove by contradiction.
Let R be optimal and assume v is not in cone(M). Then there exists a separating hyperplane Z: zx = 0 for all x 2 Z, such that za < 0, for all a 2 M, and z1 > 0. Let s = z + 1. We can select the normal vector z arbitrarily close to being orthogonal to vector 1 and of arbitrary length in order to ensure s i > 0 4 for convenience, we abuse notation and write P (v) to mean sv, where the choice of is clear from the context 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 za < 0 (s ? 1)a < 0 sa < 1a 1diag(s)a < 1a;
for all a 2 M. By choosing vector z arbitrarily close to being orthogonal to vector 1, we can ensure that no extreme projection vector becomes a new maximal projection vector. By improving R to R 0 we contradict the hypothesis that R is optimal. 2 Theorem 2 also implies the relation between Q and H u , and enables analysis of H u independent of Q, as stated by the following corollary.
Corollary 1 Given H u and the vector u in the convex hull of the original iteration index space which maps into vector with equal components and with maximal linear schedule length in the convex hull of the supernode index space, optimal Q has components: (5) With optimal selection of Q, objective function of (4): 1QH u u (6) reduces to the expression:
Proof: The relation (5) is readily derived from det(Q) = 1 and QH u u = const1. The expression (7) follows by substituting expression (5) for Q in (6). 2
In the special case of a single maximal projection vector, optimal Q can be easily computed based on (5). For example, if the iteration index space is a hyperrectangle and H u = I, optimal Q is the one which turns supernode index space into a hypercube, and makes supernode similar to the original iteration index space.
Based on (7), our objective function for optimal H u is:
(H u u) i ; (8) where u is the vector in the convex hull of the original iteration index space as de ned by Corollary 1.
The following shows that by positively combining rows of a matrix, i.e. by taking any matrix with rows inside the cone generated by rows of the original matrix, we obtain no better cutting hyperplane direction matrix.
Lemma 1 Let H u 1 be a cutting hyperplane direction matrix. Let U be a square matrix such that det(U) = 
where we used inequality between sum of non-negative numbers and root of the sum of their squares, and Hadamard inequality in the deductive sequence above. Proof: The dependence cone having exactly n extreme directions, implies that there are exactly n extreme directions of the corresponding tiling cone. Then each row of any hyperplane direction matrix is a non-negative linear combination of the n extreme directions of the tiling cone, and we are sure that the hyperplane direction matrix with extreme directions of the tiling cone as its rows is the best choice, based on Lemma 1. 2
An equivalent statement for two dimensional algorithms gives an even stronger result.
Theorem 5 Optimal extreme direction matrix E u for two dimensional algorithms has column vectors in the directions of the two extreme dependence vectors.
Proof: Two dimensional algorithms always have exactly two extreme dependence vectors. Since n = 2, Theorem 4 applies always. 2
The following example con rms that the optimal hyperplane directions matrix H u can take row vectors from all of the surface of the tiling cone, in the general case, and not only from the set of extreme directions of the tiling cone.
Example 1 In this example, we apply supernode transformation to Jacobi algorithm 19]. We select optimal Q, and discuss the selection of H u , assuming g = 64 (the selection of g is discussed in 9]).
The core of the Jacobi algorithm, with constant number of iterations, can be written as follows: We can construct four di erent hyperplane direction matrices, H ui , i = 1 : : : 4, from the four row vectors of matrix B. However, none of those four matrices, constructed from extreme directions of the tiling cone, is necessarily optimal as we will see through the rest of this example. 20 ] studied tiling multidimensional iteration spaces for multiprocessors. They showed equivalence between the problem of nding a partitioning hyperplane matrix H, and the problem of nding a containing cone for a given set of dependence vectors. In 4], the choice of supernode shape is discussed with the goal of minimizing a new objective function. The key feature of the new objective function is its scalability. It is de ned in such a way that it is independent of the supernode size. In 24], the authors discussed the problem of nding the optimum wavefront (optimal linear schedule vector, in our terminology) that minimizes the total execution time for two dimensional (data) arrays executed on one or two dimensional processor arrays. In 18], the optimal tile size is studied under di erent model and assumptions.
In 26], an extended de nition of supernode transformation is given. It is an extension of the de nition originally given in 14]. In 27] the choice of matrix H with the criterion of minimizing the communication volume is studied. Similar to 4], the optimization criterion does not include iteration index space, and thus the model does not include the linear schedule e ects on the execution time. In 3], the choice of optimal tile size that minimizes total running time is studied. The authors' approach is in two steps. They rst formulate an abstract optimization problem, which does not include architectural or program characteristics, and partially solve the optimization problem. In the second step they include the architectural and program details into the model and then solve the problem for the optimal tile size yielding a closed form solution. Recently, an international seminar 6] was held with the topic of tiling where twenty ve lectures were presented. The lectures covered many issues related to the tiling transformation.
Selection of optimal supernode size was studied in our previous work within a similar model in 9]. We studied the choice of cutting hyperplane directions in two dimensional algorithms in 12], selection of supernode shape for the case of dependence cone with n extreme directions in 13] and the results presented in this paper are an extenssion to the results of 13].
Compared to the related work, our optimization criterion is to minimize the total running time, rather than communication volume or ratio between communication and computation volume. In addition, we use a di erent approach where we specify a supernode transformation by the supernode size, the relative side length vector r, and the cutting hyperplane direction matrix, H u , such that the three variables become independent, and can be studied separately.
Conclusion
We build a model of the total running time based on algorithm characteristics, architecture parameters and the parameters of supernode transformation. The supernode transformation is speci ed by three independent parameters: supernode size, supernode relative side lengths, and the cutting hyperplane directions. The independence of the parameters allows us to study their selection separately. In this paper, two of the three parameters are studied. We give a necessary and su cient condition for optimal relative side lengths, show that the optimal cutting hyperplane directions from the surface of the tiling cone, and show that linear schedule s = 1 is an optimal linear schedule in the transformed algorithm. If the nal supernode transformation violates the assumption that I D s , then the results do not hold. The results are derived in continuous space and should for that reason be considered approximate.
